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ABSTRACT 
In steady hypersonic flow computations. Newton iteration as a local relaxation procedure and non-
linear multigrid iteration as an acceleration procedure may both easily fail. In the present chapter. 
some remedies are presented for overcoming these problems. The equations considered are the 
steady, two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. The equations are discretized by an upwind finite 
volume method. 
Collective point Gauss-Seidel relaxation is applied as the standard smoothing technique. In 
hypersonics this technique easily diverges. First. collective line Gauss-Seidel relaxation is applied as 
an alternative smoothing technique. Though promising, it also fails in hypersonics. Next, collective 
point Gauss-Seidel relaxation is reconsidered and improved; a divergence monitor is introduced and 
in case of divergence a switch is made to a local explicit time stepping technique. Satisfactory single-
grid convergence results are shown for the computation of a hypersonic reentry flow around a blunt 
fore body with canopy. 
Unfortunately, with this improved smoothing technique. standard nonlinear multigrid iteration 
still fails in hypersonics. The robustness improvements made therefore to the standard nonlinear mul-
tigrid method are a local damping of the restricted defect, a global upwind prolongation of the correc-
tion and a global upwind restriction of the defect. Satisfactory multigrid convergence results are 
shown for the computation of a hypersonic launch and reentry flow around a blunt fore body with 
canopy. For the test cases considered. it appears that the improved multigrid method performs 
significantly better than a standard nonlinear multigrid method. For the test cases considered it 
appears that the most significant improvement comes from the upwind prolongation. rather than from 
the upwind restriction and the defect damping. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
I.I. Governing equations 
The flow equations considered are the steady. two-dimensional (20) Navier-Stokes equations 
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For a detailed description of the various other quantities used. assumptions made and so on. we 
refer to any standard textbook. Suffice it to say here that these are the full. steady. 2D. compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations with as main assumptions made: zero bulk viscosity and constant diffusion 
coefficients. (So, the flow is assumed to be laminar and its diffusion coetlkients are assumed to be 
temperature-independent.) For 1/ Re =O. diffusion has vanished and the remaining equations are the 
Euler equations. 
So far. real gas effects are not taken into account. The specific heat ratio y of the di-atomic gas 
considered is assumed to be constant and determined by fully excited translational and rotational 
energies only. (Though it could easily be replaced by a function ranging from zero up to the full 
equipartition value, the vibrational energy is assumed to be zero.) 
1.2. Discretization method 
For a description of the basic computational method which is taken as a point of departure. we refer 
to Hemker and Spekreijse [ 1,2.3] and Koren [4.5,6]. Here we give a concise overview of the main 
characteristics only. For both the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. we have considered first- and 
higher-order accurate discretizations. Since in solving all types of equations our multigrid solution 
methods are applied to the first-order discretized equations only (higher-order discretized equations 
are solved in an outer, single-grid defect correction iteration). here we likewise limit the description of 
the discretization to the first-order accurate one only. 
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The Navier-Stokes equations are discretized in their integral form. The discrete system of equa-
tions is obtained by dividing the integration region S2 into quadrilateral finite volu~es r.!, , and hv 
requiring that the conservation laws. Equation (la) in integral form. hold for each tinit~ volum'e 
separately. At each volume wall. this discretization requires the e\·aluation of the convective flux vec-
tor and, additionally for N avier-Stokes. the diffusive flux vector. 
For the evaluation of the convective flux vector we use an upwind approach. which follows the 
principle of Godunov [7]. For the solution of the resulting ID Riemann problem. we prefer the 
approximate Riemann solver of Osher and Solomon [8] in the P-variant of Hemker and Spekreijse [I]. 
this for reasons of both accuracy and efllciency (see Hemker and Spekreijse [l] and Koren [6]l. The 
left and right states in the 1 D Riemann problem (which determine the accuracy of the convective 
discretization) are simply taken equal to those in the correspnnding adjacent rnlurnes. leading to 
first-order convection accuracy. 
For the evaluation of the diffusive flux vector. we use a central finite volume tedrnique (see Koren 
[6]). This technique is second-order accurate. hut given the Jirst-nrder accurate upwind discn:tization 
of the convective terms. the overall accuracy remains tlrst-order. 
2. BASIC MULTIGRID SOLUTION METHOD 
For the solution of the nonlinear system of first-order accurate discretized Navier-Stokes equations. in 
the basic method a standard nonlinear multigrid technique is applied. with collective symmetric point 
Gauss-Seidel relaxation as the smoother. The solution process is started by nested iteration. In the 
relaxation method exact Newton iteration is used for the collective update of the four state vector 
components in each finite volume. Nested grids are applied such that each finite volume on a coarse 
grid is the union of 2 X 2 volumes on the next finer grid. Let Q 1 •...• Q1 1 .Q 1 .~2 1 , 1 •...• 111 be a sequence 
of such nested grids. with Q 1 the coarsest and r.!1. the finest grid. and let N1(lf1)=r1 denote the non-
linear system of first-order discretized Navier-Stokes equations on Q1• with r 1 a possibly non-zero 
right-hand side related to the multigrid iteration. Then a single nonlinear multigrid cycle and the 
nested iteration. as applied in the basic solution method. are defined in the following way. 
2.1. Nonlinear multigrid iteration 
Apply on Q1 11 pre pre-relaxation sweeps tu N1(lf1) ~ r,. 
- Compute the defect d1 = N 1(q1 )- r 1 and restrict it to ~21 1: d1 1 =I) 1 d1• where I) 1 is a n:striction 
operator for right-hand sides. 
- Compute on the next coarser grid Q1 1 the right-hand side r1 1 N1 1 (lf1 1 )--d; 1. For the ini-
tial estimate of q1 _ 1, we use the latest obtained l/1 1 • 
- Approximate the solution of N1 1(q1 1 )=r1 1 by the application of 11 0 nonlinear multigrid cycles. 
Denote the approximation obtained as '0 1 • 
Correct the current solution by q1 = q1 +I) 1 (q1 1 - 111 1 ). where I) 1 is a linear prolongation llpera-
tor for solutions. 
- Apply on Q1 n P'"' post-relaxation sweeps to N1(q1 )-= r,. 
For I= 1. the coarse grid correction is skipped of course. For the restriction operator Ij 1 and 
the prolongation operator I) 1 we take 
(r1 1)1.1 '--c(l) 1r1)1,1 =(r1h, 1.21 1+(r1)}, 1.21 -+(r1l21.21 1-t-(r1l21.21• (2a) 
(!) 11/1 1b 1.21 1=(f; ll/i 1)2, 1.2,=(l) ll/I 1bi21 1=(i) 11/I 1b2,ccc(l// 1l1r (2b) 
If not mentioned otherwise. for 11 0 • n pre and n P'"t we use in the basic multigrid method at each 
level /: n 0 =I and 11 pre= n post=' I: i.e. as non linear multigrid cycles we use Y-cycles with a smgk pre-
and post-relaxation sweep per level. 
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2.2. Nested iteration 
- Choose a (possibly crude) initial estimate q 1• 
- Improve q 1 by a single nonlinear multigrid cycle as just defined above. 
- Prolongate the improved approximation q 1 to Q2, yielding an initial estimate for q2• 
- Improve q 2 by a single nonlinear multigrid cycle as defined above. 
- Continue the previous process until an initial estimate for q1• has been obtained by prolongation of 
ql-1· 
The prolongation operator for obtaining the first approximation on each next finer grid may be 
the piecewise constant operator (2b) or - preferably - a more accurate operator (for instance a 'bilinear 
operator). 
2.3. Numerical results 
To give a quick impression of the performance of our basic multigrid method. both outside and inside 
the hypersonic flow regime, we consider the following Euler flows: (i) the NACA0012-airfoil at 
M x- =0.63, a=2° (smooth subsonic flow) and M"" =0.85. a= I 0 (non-smooth transonic flow), and 
(ii) a blunt forebody with canopy at M,,, = 8.15. a= 30° (non-smooth hypersonic flow). 
2.3.1. Subsonic and transonic airfoil flow. As finest finest-grid for the N ACAOO 12-airfoil we consider 
the 128 X 32 0-type grid given in Figure I. In all corresponding multi grid cases, as coarsest grid we 
consider the corresponding 8 X 2 0-type grid. (Hence for the 128 X 32-grid we have L =5.) 
For the present two airfoil flows the multigrid convergence histories are given in Figures 2a and 
2b. In both graphs, the residual ratio along the vertical axis is the ratio 
~1= 1 l(N L(q1. ))kl/:~:f = il(Nt.(q lJJ.I. L = 3,4. 5 versus the number of cycles performed; (i) one multigrid 
cycle being a V-cycle with nr,.=nP'"1 =1, 'rt!. and (ii) for r2s only. one single-grid cycle being the 
equivalent number of finest-grid relaxation sweeps. l<N1.(q/.llkl denotes the summation - over all 
volumes at QL - of the absolute values of the k-th component in the first-order Euler defects, with q1 
denoting the solution at QL after the n-th multi- or single-grid cycle. Considering the corresponding 
single-grid convergence histories, for both non-hypersonic cases. the effectiveness of the multigrid 
method appears to be good. 
x x 
a. In full. b. In detail. 
Figure I. 128X32-grid (Q5 ) NACAOOJ2-airfoil. 
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a. At M"' =0.63, a=2°. b. At M"" =0.85, a= J 0 . 
Figure 2. Convergence histories NACAOOJ2-airfoil at 1/ Re =O 
( ------ : single-grid, -- : multigrid). 
2.3.2. Hypersonic blunt body flow. However, for the hypersonic blunt body flow the results appear to 
be different. The forebody is composed out of two ellipse segments (Figure 3), given by 
and a parallel part, given by 
[ ]2 [ ]2 x + _l'._ -1 0.06 0.015 
[ ]2 [ ]2 x + _}_'_ -1 0.035 0.025 
x<O, 
y= -0.0151 
y =0.025 f O,,.:;;xo;;;;0.016. 
(3a) 
(3b) 
As finest finest-grid, we consider here the 64 X 32 C-type grid given in Figure 4. As coarsest grid, the 
corresponding 4 X 2-grid is applied. (Hence, for this 64X32-grid we also have L =5.) 
y 
0.025 -·-·-·-·- I 
0 
I 
·------1 
-0.015 ---r---·-=-="""·--+--' 
i 
I 
-0.06 0 0.016 
x 
Figure 3. Blunt forebody with canopy. 
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Figure 4. 64 X 32-grid (Q5) blunt fore body with canopy. 
With this gridding. with the basic computational method described before and with a~ initial solu-
tion q 1 which is equal to the upstream far-field boundary conditions. not any tlow solut10n could be 
obtained. Alread> in the first relaxation sweep on the coarsest grid. the solution process broke down' 
A new research topic was found: extension to hypersonics of the basic method's applicability. 
3. IMPROVED MULTIGRID SOLUTION METHOD 
It can be quickly understood that even single-grid. hypersonic blunt body flow computations may 
easily break down. In the initial phase of a steady flow computation in which strong solution pertur-
bations arise. a loi.:al iterate may be easily swept out of the convergence range of the local Newton 
iteration and cause global divergence. (It is obvious that this may easily happen in the very first visit 
to the stag.nation domain. during the computation of a hypersonic blunt body flow which has been -
crudely - initialized to its hypersonic upstream tlow conditions and in which a strong shock wave is 
arising..) Starting with a poor initial solution. one may gain in robustness by introducing a continua-
tion process preceding. the nested iteration. In such a process. usually a single upstream boundary 
condition. for instance }/ x· is increased from some low initial value to its correct high value. while 
performing rdaxation sweeps. Continuation processes like this reyuire a tuning of both the initial 
value and thl:! increment. For hypersonic flow problems. proper tuning is difficult because of the fact 
that in these flows the condition numbers of the local derivative matrices used may be quite large. 
(The larger the condition numbers. the larger are the perturbations in the iterates induced by pertur-
bations in the right-hand sides: right-hand side perturbations which may already be yuite large by 
themselves in hypersonic !low computations.) The ill-conditioning occurring in hypersonic tlow com-
putat10ns can be yuickly illustrated for the 4 x 4 Eulerian derivative matrix 
\l(pu. pu 2 -rp. pill". pu(e -rplp)). where \j =(a1au. a1av. 3!oc.dlo.:)i. the differenti~l o~e~ator applied 
m our .solution method. and where c=:: \ yp / p and .:=ln(pp · Y ). Considering for s1mphc1ty v = 0 and 
P = L ll clearly appears from Figure 5 that the condition of v (pu. pu 2 + p. puP. pu (e + p Ip)) becomes 
worse for u!c->x. Notice further that the condition becomes worse also for u/c_,.O. The latter indi-
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0 l 2 3 -is 6 10 
ulc 
Figure 5. Condition of typical derivative matrix to be inverted, l' =O, p =I. I/ Re =O. 
cates that stagnation flows become harder to relax with increasing upstream Mach number. (Further 
investigations for I I Re=j=O have shown us moreover that the poor performance of the point relaxation 
method is not restricted to inviscid stagnation flows, but also holds for the very low speed flows 
occurring in visrnus sublayers.) 
3.1. Line relaxation 
If aforementioned situations are really of local nature. line relaxation may be a robust remedy. In a 
local, very low-subsonic t1ow region such as e.g. a viscous sublayer adjacent to the walL relaxation 
lines crossing that layer and running into the outer solution (Figure 6a) are affected to a smaller 
e\tent by the low speeds than single volumes in that layer. For a strong hypersonic shock wave aris-
ing in an initially unperturbed flow field, a similar reasoning may hold for relaxation lines crossing 
that shock wave (Figure 6h) and single volumes in or downstream of that shock wave. 
In a viscous suhlayer with high aspect ratio volumes (such as in Figure 6a), an additional advan-
tage of the properly directed line relaxation is that it is well-adapted to the corresponding strong cou-
pling in crnssllow direction. In convection dominated flow regions on the other hand, a strong cou-
pling exists in tfow direction. Here, relaxation lines are to be preferred which are more or less aligned 
with the flm1;_ So. if well-aligned, this is an additional advantage of lines crossing shock waves. 
With line Gauss-Seidel relaxation as an alternative smoother, the basic multigrid method may m 
principle be kept unchanged. 
M«l 
------" I 
a. Viscous sublayer. 
M»l 
--+ 
b. Hypersonic shock wave. 
Figure 6. Relaxation lines running out of difficult tlow regions. 
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3.1.1. Relaxation matrix. For line relaxation applied in an Euler flow computation. two basic types of 
flows can be distinguished: flows with either (i) subsonic or (ii) supersonic velocity components along 
the relaxation line considered. For the subsonic case, the upwind discretization scheme (correctly) 
picks up its information from both upstream and downstream direction, with as a result: a block-tri-
diagonal relaxation matrix. For the supersonic case the result is a block-bi-diagonal matrix. For 
N avier-Stokes flow computations a block-tri-diagonal matrix is the result in any case, except in the 
rare case of supersonic velocity components and zero gradients of u.v and c2 along the relaxation line. 
(Then a block-bi-diagonal matrix results again.) In all cases the blocks are 4 X 4-matrices. Jn imple-
menting the line relaxation, we did not put any special effort into an efficient solution of a block-bi-
or -tri-diagonal system; a solver for a general band matrix is applied. 
3.1.2. Numerical results for supersonic flat plate flow. As test case for studying the convergence of 
the multigrid method with line Gauss-Seidel relaxation as the new smoother. we start by considering a 
supersonic flat plate flow with an oblique shock wave impinging upon the plate (Euler) or upon the 
boundary !aver (Navier-Stokes). The specific test case to be considered stems from Hakkinen et al. 
[9]. It is- the- experiment at M"" =2. Re =2.96 105• Since in this experiment, the flow is known to be 
laminar but yet hard to compute (because of the shock induced separation). it is a benchmark prob-
lem for laminar. 20. compressible Navier-Stokes codes. A finest grid considered is the 80 X 32-grid 
shown in Figure 7. Jn all multigrid cases the coarsest grid considered is the corresponding 5 X 2-grid. 
hence for the grid in Figure 7 we have L =5. The grids have been optimized for convection by a 
stretching in flow direction and, in particular. by alignment with the impinging shock wave. A grid 
adaptation for diffusion has been realized by a stretching in crossflow direction. The initial solution is 
taken uniformly constant again and equal to the pre-shock inflow. 
The convergence results are presented by the residual ratio 2:t~ 1 j(N 1 (q/.J>.J!::i:t 1 j(N1 (qy_))"j 
versus either the amount of computational work (expressed in some appropriate work unit). or the 
(wall clock) time. In the residual ratio, N1. denotes again the discrete operator on the finest grid 
(either first-order Euler or first-order Navier-Stokes) and q/. the iterate after the 11-th work unit, with 
q~. the iterate obtained by the nested iteration. All these flat plate flow computations have been per-
formed on a (two-pipe) Cyber 205. 
For the Euler flow. the multigrid behaviors for Gauss-Seidel relaxation with successively points. 
crosswise lines and streamwise lines. are given in Figure 8. The streamwise line relaxation is sym-
metric whereas the other two relaxations are asymmetric with natural downwind sweeps only. , To 
ensure a good comparison of the various convergence rates, we define a work unit to be equal to: a 
single multigrid cycle with symmetric relaxation, and consequently: two multigrid cycles with 
downwind relaxation only. Clearly visible in Figure 8 are the expected superior convergence rates 
and the better grid independence of the streamwise line relaxation. 
x 
Figure 7. 80 X 32-grid (Q5 ) flat plate. 
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In Figure 9, still for the Euler equations, for three different finest grids, the multigrid efficiency 
with the streamwise line relaxation is compared with that with the point relaxation. The markers 
correspond with those in Figures Sa and Sc. Though no special effort was put into an efficient imple-
mentation of the line relaxation, it appears that its efficiency is the same for Q3 and better for [24 and 
Q5• (The gain in efficiency on finer grids is of course a consequence of the better grid independence.) 
Also for the Navier-Stokes situation (Re= 2.96 105 ), we consider the multigrid behaviors with 
point relaxation, crosswise line relaxation and streamwise line relaxation, successively. Here, all relax-
ations are symmetric, because of the occurrence of the subsonic sublayer. Further, the finest grid con-
sidered here is 07 and a work unit is defined as one multigrid cycle with symmetric relaxation. The 
convergence rates are given in Figure 10. Both for point Gauss-Seidel relaxation and streamwise line 
Gauss-Seidel relaxation we have divergence at 0 7 . (For the latter relaxation we even have divergence 
at Q6 .) In both relaxation cases the cause of divergence is the increasing ill-conditioning directly above 
the plate with decreasing mesh size normal to the plate. Here the crosswise line relaxation turns out to 
be robust. 
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a. Point relaxation. b. Crosswise line relaxation. c. Streamwise line relaxation. 
Figure 8. Multigrid convergence histories for three types of Gauss-Seidel relaxation, 
supersonic flat plate flow at M 00 = 2, I I Re = 0. 
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a. Point relaxation. b. Crosswise line relaxation. c. Streamwise line relaxation. 
Figure 10. Multigrid convergence histories for three types of Gauss-Seidel relaxation. 
supersonic flat plate flow at M"' = 2, Re= 2.96 105 . 
An objection that can be made against the use of crosswise line relaxation throughout the compu-
tation is that though it is well-adapted to the strong coupling in the viscous suhlayer with its high 
aspect ratio cells, it is not well-adapted to the opposite coupling in the outer flow. (There, streamwise 
lines are to be preferred.) The switch in direction of strong coupling suggests an adaptive local line 
relaxation to be optimal (Figure 11 ). 
In conclusion: for the supersonic Euler flow considered, streamwise line relaxation appears to be 
most efficient. Already with a relatively slow solver for the large linear system. streamwise line relaxa-
tion may be more efficient than point relaxation. For Navier-Stokes flow computations with a practi-
cally relevant resolution of the viscous layers. crosswise line relaxation is to be preferred. Its advan-
tage clearly is its greater robustness. It is less sensitive to a strong local ill-conditioning of the flow 
equations. 
3.1.3. Numerical results for hypersonic blunt body flow. Unfortunately, for the hypersonic blunt 
body flow already considered in section 2.3.2, line Gauss-Seidel relaxation fails. In the next section we 
return to point Gauss-Seidel relaxation and introduce a robustness improvement for it: a switch to 
local, explicit time stepping. 
x 
Figure 11. Locally adapted relaxation lines. 
J 
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3.2. Switched-relaxation-evolution 
In this ~ection ':"e do not yet consider the possibilit) nf accelerating 11, peN1 111 ._· 1] 1111 
mult1gnd techn1gues. Here. we first restrict ourselves to the rela\ati1>n.rnl'thi>d . 
robustness. Further. we also restrict ourselves to the Euler equatiun> ( l Re Ii 1 
c.:~ 1n1pu1 .. 1n~ in"' h\ 
!11 ll"' 
As the remedy against failure of the Newton process in the p11int rela\atl\11l mcthi'tl. "" 1N: 
switche.d-rel,axation-_evolution t~chnique. In this technique. we simpl) start ,1pphmg the h,t\IC . ..:1•1ic"c-
t1ve pomt Gauss-Seidel relaxatlon method and take measures nnh as ,,,,,n ;1' thi: 11ic,1i '\;c\1111n 11<:r.i-
tion fails. To discuss these measures for rohustnes:s impwveme~t. 11e c1111sider the l1><:;1L tir,t-<irckr 
discrete Euler system 
c\i(q;_1)=T· I(</>, t I.'./ )F(T(</>1' 1_,_, )l/1.1· T(</>1 • k/1 . 1.1 )/I • 
T · ](</>1 · ,,1)F(T(</>, ,_,_,)q, 1.1· T(</>1 ... / )1/1.1 )/I 
T l(</>,.1+'·)F(T(rp,,. . Jq,_,. T<<P1.1. )Cf,, ·I)/, 
T ](</>,.; 1_)F(T(</>11 ,,)if1.1 I· T(</>,, l</1. 1 l/,. -,·u. 
where T(<f>) denotes the matrix for rotation to a local coordinate >\st..:m. I . 1/ 1 th.: num~nca< tlu\ 
function (with its left and right cell face states 1/ and q') and Ith.: .kngth ,,fa ti;1i!c 1,1lunk' 11 .Ill 1 h.•r 
further details we refer to Hemker and Spekreijse [!].) 
3.2.l. Failing Newton iteration. As a non-failing Newton iteratilln t<> ~,11\e <f.. fr<Hll 
define: a Newton iteration for which: (i) 
w·1 (q" 'I)) I 
'·J '· 1 1. ,;:;;J. k-= 1.2.3.4. V, .. 
\('.\.M:',Jl1.I 
! 'I 
for any n-th Newton iterate (11 =O. l.. ... N) and each of the four residual c.m1p<>nent> .. rnd !'tw which 
(ii) each iterate q'.'./ 1 is physically correct. with physical com:ctnes' detined 111 the f, 1lh 11' \\,11 
Considering the local iterate q;~, = (u:'.,. v;:,. c;',. :::'./ and the Cl>Tre>p<mding !11 p<:rs<>!ll(, ur,1n:.1m ,I.He 
vector C/crc =(u"ll:, vx., ccx;, ::..,_,/.we know that the tlnw speed ma:- m>t e\cced the 1.tlt1<: C<>fl'C'l'"ndmg 
with adiahatic expansion to vacuum. starting from upstream C<111ditiuns: 
, 
(t" )2 +(r 11 )2 S::u 2 +v2 t---,-2 v1.:· 1,_, 1./ ~ Y. 'I: y--1 "-' 
Further, we know that after this expansinn. the speed of sound e4uals 1en1• 11' m1n1m.dl\ all< 11\ahk 
value: 
The maximally allowahle value of the speed of sound is .that corre>rond1ng 11 ith th.: -.1agnat1nn tem-
. J t 1pr" I 'I1) r,,r <.tdi .. ahatil' fl"'''" perature (which is the same for both isentrop1c an· mm-1sen wp1t: etlll ""' · 
we can write: 
(·" s::: ~ l;.2 + r.J_(!12 +-1·;,). v, . 
I./-:::: v X 2 ".!: 
F h l I. · 1· 11 we ··an d1.reL·tl' write with the entrnr\. C<>nditi<1n: or t e ower 1mlt o ::,_ 1 ~ ; 
at the tk>11 nstn:.1111 ,1<k ,,f ,1 nnrm.!l sll<,,k 
e\panJcd t<' 'an1um. departing fr,>m 
For the upper limit of::.;', we have to consider the state 1/c 
wave which has at its upstream side a state q 1 \\ h1ch ha' 
upstream conditions. Given the gas dynamics relation> 
2yMT ---(y ·-·I) 
I' I· y-,. l 
(y+ I )Atj 
Pc= (y-1).\IT +2 PI· 
! IU.11 
1 luh1 
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(!Oc) 
it is clear that 
( 11) 
Summarizing. we see that in adiabatic flows both the flow speed and the speed of sound have a physi-
cal lower and upper limit. The entropy only has a lower limit. 
Jn the algorithm. the relations (5)-(9) are checked after each update in each local Newton itera-
tion. As soon as one or more of these five requirements are not satisfied. that local Newton iteration 
is said to have failed and the corresponding local correction found is rejected. 
3.2.2. Evolution technique. As the alternative for a failing Newton iteration. we apply next one or 
eventually two explicit time stepping schemes to the local, semi-discrete system 
aq,_1 1 _ ( l 0 
--+ --~·1-,_, q,_, = . 
ot A,.1 
( 12) 
with for q,. 1 here the conservative state vector (P,.r(pu)1.r(pv)i.p(pe)1•1)r and 
volume fJ. 1.r 
for A,_1 the area of finite 
As time stepping scheme to be applied first. we take the following version of the explicit, two-step 
rational Runge-Kutta scheme of Wambecq [10): 
T 11 ~T~.l(q:'.rJ 11 +I - -n _(J.)_!.:j_ ______ __:.:L.-:=.. ______ _ 
q,,) -q,.J A 2'" ·( n )-''f ( 11. _ J/, 11 ·IA ,,-, ( 11 )) 
'·I .I;./ q,,j . 1.J q,.J .. _WTr.J '·I'll./ q,,f 
11 =0.1, .... N. ( 13) 
with w a possible damping factor for which we initially take w = l, and with r:'. 1 the local time step for 
which we safely take the one which is maximally allowed for the forward Euler scheme: 
A,_}1.1 ( 14) 'T~~j == [ J sup d'.'T,)q. :'.,) 
dq,,j 
with h,_1 a characteristic local mesh size. With our upwind discretization. Equation ( 14) may he rewrit-
ten by good approximation as 
II 
TI./ 
' 1(u'' )2 +(v'' )2 + c11 V l,j I./ 1.J 
For the evaluation of the denominator in scheme ( 13) we use the Samelson inverse of a vector: 
~ ... I =1'11···2>i, 
( 15) 
(16) 
~being a vector, whereas for the norm of a vector. we simply use the Cartesian inner product. As ini-
tial solution we take the same q~ 1 that just failed for the Newton iteration. The motivation for apply-
ing this scheme is its good stability as demonstrated in Wamhecq [ 1 OJ for a stiff and coupled system 
of four equations. which is precisely what we have here in hypersonics. However, a potential danger 
of scheme (13) is that there is no guarantee for the denominator to he non-zero. 
To protect Wambecq's scheme against a possibly too large time step and against a (nearly) zero 
denominator, in each time step we require hoth the predictor and corrector to satisfy the conditions 
(6)-(9). As soon as a physically unrealistic value occurs. the time stepping is stopped immediately, 
rejecting any update made. Then, at first we assume that the unphysical result is due to a too large 
time step. Therefore, as a remedy, we take w=!I;> and restart the time stepping with Wambecq's 
scheme. using the same q~Jr In case of re-occurrence of something unphysical. we assume that the 
denominator was the problem. Therefore. as a new remedy, we restart with an explicit time stepping 
scheme which is safe in this sense; the simple forward Euler scheme 
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-r" 
c7 11 + 1 =q'' -w-'·-1 ,.T (q" )· n -o l N I./ I./ A .,_, I./ - • •···• . 
1.J 
( 17) 
For -rf'..1 in scheme ( 17) we also apply that according to relation ( 14). Further, for w we continue with 
w = 112 and for q;1, we also take the same as before. When a physically unrealistic value (according to 
the conditions (6)-(9)) occurs again, w is halved for the second time and the time stepping with for-
ward Euler is restarted, still using the same q;1i' In case of something unphysical once more, the time 
stepping is stopped and the finite volume visited is left without any update being made. (Notice that 
for both time stepping schemes. we do not require condition (5) to be satisfied.) 
With the present switched-relaxation-evolution approach we expect that in those volumes where 
Newton iteration fails, the local evolution technique will finally bring the solution into the attraction 
domain of the Newton iteration (for the next sweep) and so make itself quickly superfluous. 
3.2.3. Numerical results for hypersonic blunt body flow. To illustrate the benefits of the switched-
relaxation-evolution approach we consider again the hypersonic blunt body flow at M x =8.15, 
a= 30°. In Figure 13. for the 16 X 8-. 32 X 16-, and 64 X 32-grids shown in Figure 12. we give the 
corresponding convergence behaviors obtained by the switched-relaxation-evolution technique. The 
residual ratio along the left vertical axes is again the ratio 2-f = J!( N1,(q/:)), I !2:f 1 l(N,,(q)~) ), I . Here, 
the solution q?, is the uniformly constant initial solution, which is equal to the hypersonic upstream 
boundary conditions. (Notice that these are single-grid results.) The quantity along the right vertical 
axes is the permillage of volumes in the total number of finite volumes visited during one cycle (one 
cycle being defined as two diagonally opposite. symmetric switched-relaxation-evolution sweeps), m 
which a switch to the evolution approach is made. 
The robustness of the switched-relaxation-evolution technique is clear. For none of the cases con-
sidered is there an abortion of the solution process due to overflow or such. We even have conver-
gence for all three cases. Further. from Figures l 3b and l 3c it appears that the evolution technique 
makes itself superfluous indeed in the course of the iteration process. The extension to Navier-Stokes 
can be quickly made. Only the time step needs to be reconsidered for diffusion. For this we refer to 
e.g. Hindmarsh et al. [ 11 ]. 
-1 
I i--
y 
-0.J!i -a.as a.OS 
x x 
a. 16 X 8-grid. b. 32 X 16-grid. c. 64X 32-grid. 
Figure 12. Grids blunt forebody with canopy. 
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a. 16 X 8-grid. b. 32 X 16-grid. c. 64 X 32-grid. 
Figure 13. Single-grid convergence results switched-relaxation-evolution technique. 
blunt forebody with canopy at M % = 8.15, a= 30°. 
Notice that the convergence slow down with decreasing mesh size is expected for a plain relaxa-
tion method and is supposed to vanish by application of a suitable multigrid technique. Unfor-
tunately, the switched-relaxation-evolution technique combined with the basic rnultigrid method as 
described in section 2, does not lead to satisfactory results; see Figure 14, with here for q~ the 
approximate solution obtained by the nested iteration. Standard changes to the multigrid algorithm. 
such as for instance the replacement of Y-cycles (na = 1) by W-cycles (n a= 2) do not help. It appears 
that when applying multigrid to hypersonic test cases. in the standard way as described in section 2, 
local coarse-to-fine grid corrections may be transferred which sweep the corresponding fine grid 
iterates out of the attraction domain of the pure relaxation technique and even out of that of the 
switched-relaxation-evolution technique. The cause of these problems may he either the coarse grid 
corrections themselves, or the prolongation operator, or the combination of both. Therefore, in the 
next section, to avoid possibly bad coarse grid corrections, we present a local damping technique for 
the restricted defects and hence - implicitly - a local damping technique for the coarse grid correc-
tions. To avoid a possibly bad correction transfer, in the next following section we also present an 
alternative prolongation: a direction-dependent prolongation. The improvements have already been 
published in Koren and Hemker [12]. For reasons of simplicity, here we keep ourselves restricted to 
the Euler equations. 
0 
' -r-~~,--~---.~~-.--~~~~~~ 
j 6 10 
cycles 
Figure 14. Convergence histories blunt fore body with canopy at M "/. ~ X. J 5, £F' () 0 
( ------ : single-grid, -- : multigrid). 
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However, in hypersonic flow computations, q/'- 1 and q/' + '· may strongly differ from each other and 
as a consequence also both Jacobians in relation (23 ). For example. a hypersonic shock wave which 
is detached on n,, may easily be attached on n, _ 1 _ with as a probable consequence that there, Jocallv 
relation (23) is not satisfied at all. If relation (23) is not satisfied. in particular if this is only ver\ 
locally the case. damping of the restricted defect at those places might be useful. For optimal tw~­
grid convergence, from Equation (22) we derive as local damping factor for the defect in finite volume 
(Q1_1 \j, to be applied in the (n + 1)-st multigrid cycle: 
(sn +I)· - . [1 ll(N; _ l ),)I l 1-1 1 • .1-mm , [ J. n=0,1,. .. ,N. (25) 
max ll(N;h, - 1.21-1 II, ll(N; b-1.2.1 II, ll(N; h. 21 i 11. ll(N; b. 21 II 
with N;_ 1=dN,_ 1(q/'. 1 )1dq,. 1, with N;-dN1(q/'+' )Jdq1 and with 11·11 some matrix norm. Notice 
that the local damping factor (25) is more or less the 20 equivalent of the ID damping introduced bv 
De Zeeuw [13]. To see if some additional gain can be obtained by also allowing local defe~t 
amplification, in a numerical experiment we will also rnnsider 
II+ I - ll(N; _ I );)I (S1-·1 ),.1 - [ , , , 
max ll(N1 b-· 1.21 -1 II, ll(N1 h - 1.2)l. ll(N1l21.21 
n:cc(),J. ... ,N. (26) 
At convergence of the solution, the defect multiplication will also have converged. both in case of 
multiplication (25) and in case of multiplication (26). However. as opposed to the correction damping 
proposed by Reusken [14], the present defect multiplication will probably not have vanished at con-
vergence, neither in case of (25), nor in case of (26). 
3.3.2. Numerical results for hypersonic blunt body flow. We proceed with evaluating the two defect 
multiplication techniques proposed. As the starting point for improvement we consider the multigrid 
results given in Figure 15. The results have been obtained for the blunt forebody with canopy at 
M,,,, =8.15, a=0°, without any multigrid improvement and without nested iteration, but with the 
switched-relaxation-evolution approach. The initial solutions q)1, I= 1.2, .... L are taken uniformly con-
stant and equal to the hypersonic upstream boundary conditions. In this way we obtain a poorer ini-
tial approximation, but we have a more discriminating test problem an<l we are ensured of an unam-
biguous evaluation, since q?. I= 1,2, ... ,L will be the same for the different rnultigrid improvements to 
be considered. 
Figure 15. Multigrid convergence histories blunt forebody with canopy at M "" = 8.15, a=0°. 
without nested iteration and without any multigrid improvement. 
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With damping (25) as the defect multiplication, we obtain the convergence results given in Figure 
l 6a. With the defect multiplication according to relation (26). both damping and amplification. we 
obtain the convergence results given in Figure 16b. For the matrix norms, in both relation (25) and 
relation (26). we applied the Frobenius-like norm 
' I 4 4 ' 1 • [ l , 'll(N1b.2111=2 ~i, u~1(N1)~,.k, 11 , (27) 
-1. -} 
the factor 2' simply accounting for the fact that in our case N1(q1) is a line integral form. Correspond-
ing with the results in Figures 16a and 16b. in Figures 17a and 17b we show distributions of the mul-
tiplication operator SL 1.L=5 (the multiplication factor distribution on [14), as applied in the last 
(i.e. the 10-th) multigrid cycle. In both cases the local damping is confined to only the close neighbor-
hood of the blunt body. Locally, in Figure 17b the damping appears to be a little bit stronger than 
that in Figure l 7a. However. globally this is more or less compensated by the local amplifications. 
Notice that the maximal amplification factor that was found to be applied in Figure 17b is still 0(1) 
only. The minimal damping factors in Figures 17a and l 7b are much larger than those found by De 
Zeeuw [13] for his specific nonlinear test case. A second difference is the good improvements found 
by De Zeeuw [ 13] for his basic multigrid method's performance and the present modest improve-
ments. Both differences suggest that (at least) for the present test case, in order to significantly 
improve the results presented in Figure 15. defect multiplication is not needed as much as improved 
grid transfer operators: the topic of the next section. 
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a. Acrnrding to relation (25 ). b. According to relation (26 ). 
Figure 16. Multigrid convergence histories blunt forebody with canopy at M"' =::8.15. a==0°, 
with defect multiplication. 
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Figure 17. Distribution multiplication factors applied on 124 in the 10-th multigrid cycle, 
blunt forebody with canopy at M ·r. = 8.15. LI'·= 0°. 
3.4. Direction-dependent grid transfer operators 
3.4. I. Prolongation. The standard. piecewise constant correction prolongation may he illustrated as in 
Figure 18. In mathematical terms. solution correction by means of the piecewise constant correction 
prolongation may be written as 
(q?ev. l2, 
-U; I c.o ( q)'ld )2, 1.21 I +(6q1 I l1.;• 
(q)'ew b 
. 1.2; =(q)'lub 1.2; +(!::i.q, I )I./' 
(q)'ew h1. 2; · I = ( q)'ld h. 2; +(6q1 I )1.;• (28a) I 
(q)'ew hi. 2) =(q/'10 b.2, +(!::i.q, I )1.;• 
with 
(28h) 
The direction-dependent correction prolongation that we propose now can he illustrated as in Figun: 
19. In mathematical terms - analogous to formulae (28) - solution correction by means of this 
direction-dependent prolongation is written as 
( q'i°" h - 1.2; I =(q/lid b. 1.2; I + '": [ri.'.lq, I), ':.; +(!:i.q, 1)1.; I ] ' 
(q)'ew h, - 1.2; = (q)'ld h,. l.21 +Vi [(6q, I), '··I+ (i.'.>q1 1Jr.1• 1l 
(qj1"wb.2r I = (q)'ld b. 2; +Vi [<6q, 1), i '.1+(6q, ' ] , (29a) I I Jr.; 
(q?"" h,, 21 = (q/'ldb. 2; + 1c: [<i.'.lq, I )1 , '.; t (6t/1 I),,/ ' ,..]. 
with the four fine grid cell center corrections (Figure l 9h) defined as central averages of the coant 
grid cell face corrections (Figure l 9a). The coarse grid cell face corrections are defined by 
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Given a left and right cell face state (q1ert and q right), for a general ID upwind scheme, a cell face 
state q face may be computed from 
/(q face)= F(qldt• q right), (30) 
where f (q) and F(q 1er1,qright) denote the exact and numerical Euler flux function, respectively. A 
drawback of the Euler equations is that obtaining a primitive state vector like e.g. q = (p, u, v,p )r from 
f (q)=(pu,pu2 +p,puv,pu(e + p I p)l requires the solution of a quadratic algebraic equation. For-
tunately, with the P-variant of Osher's scheme (see Hemker and Spekreijse [ 1 ]), for most Riemann-
problem cases arising in aeronautics F( q1ert ,q right) =j(q. ), q. being a well-defined, single state vector 
on the wave path connecting q 1ert and q right in state space. Hence, with the P-variant, in most cases. 
without evaluating F(q1er1,qrightl - we can directly identify qrace as qrace=q .. For the 0-variant of 
Osher's scheme (see Hemker and Spekreijse [I]), in almost all Riemann-problem cases arising in 
aeronautics F(q1er1,qrightl is found to be the sum of three different fluxes f (q). In these cases, because 
off (q)'s nonlinearity, the previous simple procedure is not possible. In the (rare) cases where the p_ 
variant also leads to a sum of fluxes, we solve the quadratic equation and in case of a positive 
discriminant and one zero being physically irrelevant (negative p and/or p), we take the zero which is 
physically relevant (positive p and p). In all other cases, we simply take qrace == 0(qiert +qrighi). 
Because of the consistency of Osher's scheme at boundaries. there the present upwind prolongation 
can also be applied in a consistent way. Notice that the upwind prolongation may lead to cell face 
states which are local extrema in state space. In conclusion, we emphasize that by replacing the 
piecewise constant prolongation operator by the present upwind prolongation operator, the complete 
numerical method has become more consistent. Both the discrete Euler operator and the correction 
prolongation operator are upwind now, both being based on the same upwind scheme: the P-variant 
of Osher's scheme. 
3.4.2. Restriction. A provable consequence of the upwind prolongation is that no restriction operator 
fi 1 can be made for which the coarse grid finite volume discretization is a formal Galerkin approxi-
mation of the fine grid finite volume discretization. The possibly most effective restriction operator 
that can be really made is the exact adjoint of the nonlinear prolongation operator. Unfortunately_ 
as opposed to the upwind prolongation - the exactly adjoint restriction operator will certainly lead to 
a significant increase of the computational overhead. More suitable seems to he a linear approxima-
tion of the exact (nonlinear) adjoin!. For this we write the latest obtained coarse grid cell face states 
as linear combinations of the corresponding left and right states: 
(qrucelk =adq1erth +(1-ak)(qrightl/,, k-= 1,2,:l,4, (3 la) 
(qracelA/(qr1g1nl1, - I h/2 
ak = , «".<I, (qleft)k/(qnghtlk - l + t (31b) 
where q is the conservative state vector, q = (p,pu,pv,pe )1 , and t a small parameter which guarantees 
that (qracelk is a central average in case (q1crth ={qnghtlk ""'{lfraccl1,· With next the central computation 
of the fine grid cell center states, we then have 
- -, (q,)i, 1.21 1.k-U1-1q1 il2, -1.21 -1.k=VJ(ar. 1), ,,. 1.,(l/1 1), 1. 1.A t 
!5[2-(ar 1), '.. 1.A··(a; il,.1 ,,,](q, 1!, 1.1, 
!l;>(a1 rl1.1 1.-.A(lf1 1J1.1 U· /, 1.2,3,4, (32a) 
- -, 
(q1hr··l.2.1.k-(f1-1lj1-1Ji1 ·l.21.k=VJ(a1 1), .. 1 ... /.A(l/1 1)1 1./.A 1 
0 [1·-(111 1), '. 1.1, +{ar 1)11 " A ]<q, i), 11. + 
Vi[J·-(a1 1J11":.A](lj1 1),1 ,IA· A J,2,.\4, (32h 
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- -, [ ] (q1hi.11 -u-(l1 1q1--1hu1 u=0 l-(a1 1)1+':.1.k (q1-1l1+1.1.k+ 
!_;[1+(a1 1),_,_,,.,1.k-(a1 1l1. 1-- 1 ... k](q1-1l1.1.k+ 
!/:(a1 - 1 )1•1 ':.k(q1 -I )1./ J.k• k = 1,2, 3,4, 
(q1b.21.k =(i) -1q1-1 h1.21.k = !·] [1 -(a1 1 l1 + ':.1.k ]<q1 -1 l1 + l.;.k+ 
Vi [<a1 -1 )1+1_.,1,k +(a1 - 1 l1.j+ ':.k ]<q1-1)1,j.k + 
!·J [I - (a1 I l1.1 +, .,k J (q1 - I l1.1 +l.b k = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
(32c) 
(32d) 
With for q the conservative state vector q =(p,pu,pv,pe)T, the linear relations (32a)-(32d) display how 
the upwind prolongation distributes mass, momentum and energy from a coarse grid to the overlying 
finer grid. For the approximately adjoint restriction operator (i.e. the approximation of the exact non-
linear adjoint). we can then write 
(r1 1 l1.1,k = U) 1 r, l1,1.k = 1"' [I -(a1 -1 l1 ,_.,,.k] [<r1 Ji, -2.21 - 1.k +(r; h -2.21.k J + 
1·~ [1-(a, 1l1.J- ,_.,k] [(rib l.2r2.k +(r1h.21-2.k] + 
%(a1·-1 l1 '''·t.k [ Cr1 b + 1.2; - 1.k + (r1h+1.21.k] + 
Vi(a1 1)1.J+' ... k [<r1hi--1.2;.,.1.k+(r1huJ+l.k] + 
'l.? [2-(a1-1 l1-'.-.J.k -(a1-1 l1.1 -''·' ](r1h-1.2j 1.k + 
!~ [1-(a1 1), .. 1_.. 1.k +(a1. 1),.,.,,_.,k](r;h-1.21.k+ 
11~ [1+(a1. 1l1+'.'.J.! -(a1-1l1.1 ':.k](r1hi.21 -1.1:+ 
112[(a1 1)1 +• .. 1,+(a; il1. 1 +•,.k](r1h.21J. k=l,2,3,4. (33) 
Of course, the weak spot in the approach (31 )-(32) is the linear approximation of the non linear pro-
longation. In case (lfracelk is a local extremum, i.e. does not lie in between (q1ertl1, and (qrightlk, we 
have a negative coefficient in relation (31 a) (either ak or l -ak) and hence also in relation (33 ). We 
do not accept this situation. If occurring, locally and for that k-th component only, we neglect how 
the upwind prolongation really was and simply consider (qracelk = !/c((q1er,)1: +(qnghtlkl· 
3.4.3. Numerical results for hypersonic blunt body flow. We now proceed with evaluating the 
direction-dependent grid transfer techniques. As starting point for improvement we consider again the 
multigrid results as obtained for the blunt fore body with canopy at M 'X) = 8.15, a =0° without any 
multigrid improvement. but with the switched-relaxation-evolution approach. (See Figure 20, which is 
the same as Figure 15.) The multigrid behavior obtained after having replaced both the basic correc-
tion prolongation operator and the basic defect restriction operator hy the direction-dependent opera-
tors. is given in Figure 2 la. (We remark that defect damping is not applied.) With upwind grid 
transfers only. the improvement with respect to Figure 20 is significant indeed. 
Replacing in the basic multigrid algorithm only the standard correction prolongation (by the 
upwind prolongation), we obtain the multigrid performance given in Figure 2lb. These results arc 
only a little bit Jess good than those in Figure 2 la and hence make us conclude that the previous, 
rather cumbersome efforts in also upwinding the defect restriction, do not pay off enough. Therefore. 
in the following we refrain from applying the upwind restriction. 
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Figure 20. Multigrid convergence histories hlunt forebody with canopy at M""' :: 8.15, cx=--=0°, 
without nested iteration and without any multigrid improvement. 
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Figure 21. Multigrid convergence histories blunt forehody with canopy at M z .: 8. 15, a ()''. 
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3.5. Numerical results for hypersonic blunt body flow through combinations of multigrid improve-
ments 
3.5.1. Combination of defect damping and upwind correction prolongation. Though the two-grid con-
vergence analysis in section 3.3.1 assumes that the prolongation operator is linear. see Equation (21 ), 
no reason exists why local defect multiplication would have a detrimental effect in combination with 
the nonlinear upwind prolongation. Therefore. in the present section, we show the multigrid perfor-
mance for the combination of both defect damping and upwind correction prolongation. (Because 
the results in Figure 16b already showed not to be better than those in Figure 16a and because of the 
potential danger for divergence which is inherent to the allowance for local defect amplification, in the 
following - for the defect multiplication - we apply relation (25 ), i.e. damping, only.) 
Combining both multigrid improvements as considered separately in sections 3.3 and 3.4, we 
obtain the results presented in Figure 22. Comparison with the results in Figure 21 b learns that the 
combination of both techniques yields an only slightly better rnultigrid performance. We proceed with 
further investigating the combination. In Figure 23a we show the distribution of the operator 
S1 __ 1,L=5, as applied in the last (i.e. again the 10-th) rnultigrid cycle: a cycle in which the solution 
has already converged. First we notice that the damping has not vanished indeed. Further we notice 
that though the solution must be symmetrical around the front ellipse, the damping factor distribution 
is not. Cause of this is the fact that in the coarse grid problems, for the initial iterate, we take the 
latest iterate computed. (See the description of the non linear multi grid iteration in section 3.3.1: 
Equation (19).) By using the latest obtained iterate, the influence of the very first iterates is still felt. 
iterates which - due to their poor level of convergence - are not yet symmetrical around the front 
ellipse. An experimental proof of this explanation is given in Figure 23b in which we show the con-
verged damping factor distribution for a strategy with solution restriction. Here, the converged damp-
ing factor distribution around the front ellipse is clearly symmetrical indeed. Notice that in both Fig-
ure 23a and Figure 23b the applied damping is modest. In Figure 23b - the case with solution restric-
tion - it is even weaker than in Figure 23a. However, taking the restriction of the solution on the 
coarser grids usually leads to a slower convergence than taking the latest available coarse grid iterates. 
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Figure 22. Multigrid convergence histories, 
blunt forebody with canopy at M,,, =8.15, a=0°, 
with both defect damping and upwind correction prolongation. 
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Figure 23. Converged damping factor distributions on Q4 , 
blunt forebody with canopy at M 00 =8.15, a=0°, 
with both defect damping and upwind correction prolongation. 
3.5.2. Combination of defect damping, upwind correction prolongation and nested iteration. Compar-
ing the basic multigrid method's results as presented in Figures 14 and 15 - results obtained with and 
without nested iteration, respectively - clearly shows the natural beneficial influence of nested iteration. 
For the improved multigrid method, the method with defect damping and upwind correction prolon-
gation, the benefit of nested iteration (consistently, with upwind solution prolongation) is observed by 
counting the number of finite volumes in 'fVhich - locally - the switch is made from the relaxation 
technique to the evolution technique (Figure 24). In both Figure 24a and Figure 24b (without and 
with nested iteration, respectively), the quantity along the vertical axis is a scaled number of switches 
made during the n-th multigrid cycle (n = 1,2, ... , 10), the scaling factor being the total number of 
volumes visited during one nonlinear multigrid cycle; a V-cycle with n pre =n post= I and with sym-
metric relaxation sweeps. (Notice that the scaling factor increases when going from Q3 to Q6 .) The 
non-zero percentage at n =O in Figure 24b indicates the total amount of switches made during the 
nested iteration. For all four grids considered, the expected positive influence of the nested iteration 
appears to be significant. 
In Figure 25 we give the multigrid convergence behavior corresponding with the latest favorite 
strategy, the strategy with defect damping, upwind prolongation and nested iteration. In this figure. 
for Q6 , a comparison is also made with the corresponding single-grid convergence behavior. In Figure 
26 we show the corresponding converged damping factor and Mach number distributions. Notice tha 
the smallest damping factors are mainly concentrated along the bow shock. in particular there when 
the jumps across the shock are largest. Finally, we show results again for the more interesting reentr: 
case M 00 =8.15, a=30°. Also for this test case, the convergence results (Figure 27) show th 
beneficial influence of the changes in the basic multigrid method. Given the very low convergenc 
rate of the single-grid computation (Figure 27a) and given the absolute failure of the basic multigri 
method (Figures 27a and 27b), the multigrid improvements do not just appear to be a nice luxur 
but a real necessity. Analogous to Figure 26, in Figure 28 we still show the converged damping fact; 
and Mach number distributions. Notice that - like in Figure 26a - the smallest damping factors 
Figure 28a are located at the most pronounced part of the bow shock. 
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Figure 24. Amount of volumes with switch from relaxation to evolution, 
percentage of volumes visited during one multigrid cycle, 
blunt forebody with canopy at M,, ==8.15, a==0°. 
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Figure 25. Convergence histories blunt forebody with canopy at M xc =8.15, a=0°, 
with both defect damping, upwind prolongation and nested iteration, 
( -----· : single-grid, -- : multigrid). 
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with both defect damping. upwind prolongation and nested iteration. 
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Figure 27. Iteration histories blunt forebody with canopy at M x =8.15, a=30°. 
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( ------ : single-grid ......... : basic multigrid, -- : improved multigrid). 
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Figure 28. Converged results blunt forebody with canopy at M,, =8.15, a=30°, 
with both defect damping. upwind prolongation and nested iteration. 
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Concerning the efficiency of the impro\'ed multigrid method. one may find the paradoxical result 
that one multigrid cycle with both defect damping and upwind correction prolongation is still cheaper 
than l1!1e multigrid cycle without both. The cause of this simply is that the computations with the 
improved multigrid method may result in a significantly smaller number of switches from the local 
relaxation to a local evolution during the smoothing phases and hence in a lower computational cost. 
Concerning the efficiency of the upwind computation of cell face states (as applied in the upwind pro-
longation). for the test cases considered it appears that with the P-variant, at almost all cell faces it 
holds that F(q 1er,.ifnghtl=j(q.). (For hoth 0 0-multigrid cases considered in this section, solving a 
4uadratic equation for CfLice appears to be necessary at about I% of all cell faces only.) 
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To finish, we summarize the improved multigrid algorithm. the improvements being indicated in 
bold. 
Nested iteration: 
- Choose q1• 
- Improve q 1 by a single nonlinear multigrid cycle. 
- Transfer the improved approximation q 1 to S22 • by applying the upwind prolongation operator. 
- Improve q2 by a single nonlinear multigrid cycle. 
- Continue the previous process until an initial estimate for qL has been obtained by upwind prolon-
gation of qL - I· 
Nonlinear multigrid iteration: 
- Apply npro pre-relaxation sweeps to N1(q1)=r1• 
Compute the defect d1 = N1(q1)-r1 and restrict it: d1 - 1 = I)- 1 dr. 
Compute the local damping factors (Sr_ 1 )1•1 and damp the restricted defect: d1 - 1 : =Sr - 1 d1 _ 1• 
Compute the right-hand side r1 - I= N1 -1 (q, - 1 )- dr-· 1 · 
Approximate the solution of N1_ 1(q1 _ 1)=r1 _ 1 by the application of 12 0 nonlinear multigrid cycles. 
Correct the current solution. by applying the upwind prolongation operator. 
Apply n post post-relaxation sweeps to Nr(q1) = rr. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
For the hypersonic test cases considered in this paper. the essential element for robustness of the 
smoother is the continuous monitoring of both the local relaxation and the local evolution. The 
essential element for convergence appears to be the combination of Newton iteration. Wambecq's 
explicit, two-step rational Runge-Kutta scheme and the explicit Euler scheme. For steady Navier-
Stokes flow computations at a finite Reynolds number. the proposed checks on physical correctness 
can be maintained as long as the flow remains adiabatic. Only the time step needs to he reconsidered 
for diffusion. 
A satisfactory remedy against divergence of nonlinear multigrid appears to he the comhination of 
a (local) damping of the restricted defect and a (global) upwind prolongation of the correction. 
Besides a positive influence on the robustness of the algorithm. the comhination of upwind prolonga-
tion and defect damping also has a positive influence on the computational etficiency. Application -
in addition - of an (approximately adjoint) upwind restriction operator does not really pay off. For 
the test cases considered, the best improvement is obtained hy the application of the upwind prolon-
gation operator. With this operator we have achieved a greater upwind consistency throughout the 
complete numerical method. For sake of clearness, we remark that the separate merits as observed 
here for the multigrid improvements, may well be different for other test cases. Just as for the 
switched-relaxation-evolution approach. the multigrid improvements are not restricted to the Euler 
equations, but can be carried over as well to the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Finally, we remark that the new techniques are such that the improved algorithm. just like the 
basic algorithm, do not require any tuning of parameters. 
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